PLEASE READ AND FOLLOW ALL ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS, SAFETY INFORMATION, AND OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS OF THIS MANUAL BEFORE INITIAL START UP.
IMPORTANT SAFETY INFO

PLEASE READ, UNDERSTAND, AND FOLLOW ALL DIRECTIONS IN THIS MANUAL.

GENERAL WARNINGS

- This is an electric appliance, observe all normal safety procedures for a high voltage apparatus.
- For outdoor use only.
- Do not use in any enclosed area or any area without adequate ventilation.
- Do not modify this grill in any manner not in accordance with manufacturer guidelines.
- Do not operate this grill other than as specified in this manual.
- Be aware of and respond to the inherent danger of any appliance that produces flames.
- Do not use the grill in rain or around any water source such as sprinklers.
- Do not store or use combustible materials near this grill.
- Keep the entire grill a minimum of 36” from all combustibles.
- Do not put a barbecue cover or anything flammable on or under the grill while in use.
- You must contact your local homeowners’ association, building, fire officials, or other authority having jurisdiction, to obtain the necessary permits, permission or information on any installation restrictions, such as any grill being installed on a combustible surface, inspection requirements, or even the ability to own and operate such a grill in your area.

- Do not allow water to enter the pellet hopper. Pellets exposed to water turn into sawdust that the auger feed system will not deliver to the firebox.
- After a period of storage or nonuse, the grill should be checked for auger and burn pot obstructions, foreign objects inside both the grill and the hopper, and air blockage, before use, in accordance with the correct procedures set forth in this manual.
- Do not operate the grill while transporting it! The grill must always be stationary when it is on. Make certain that the grill is cold and all fire in the firebox is extinguished before moving it.

PELLET AND OTHER FUEL RESTRICTIONS

- This grill is designed to burn only food-safe hardwood pellets, do not use any other type of fuel.
- Do not use any pellets labeled as having additives or designed for use in home heating systems.
- Do not use softwood pellets. The smoke contains dangerous phenols that you do not want to ingest.
- Do not use heating pellets, as they may contain unsafe impurities that could harm your health or your grill.
- GMG’s grills are designed for and tested with green mountain’s brand of pellets. While you may use other brands of pellets, we do not warrant that the grill will perform at the same level.
- Never use lava rock, non-pelletized wood, or charcoal in the grill.
- Do not use any gasoline, lantern fuel, white gas, diesel fuel, petrol, lighter fluid, charcoal lighter, alcohol gel, or any other fuel or accelerants for lighting or relighting the grill.

OPERATING PRECAUTIONS

- This grill must not be used by persons with reduced physical, sensory or mental capabilities, or lack of experience and knowledge, unless they have been given supervision or instruction concerning the use of the appliance by a person responsible for their safety and are being supervised by a responsible adult.
- Children should never use the grill.
- Accessible parts of the grill will be very hot, and young children and pets must be kept away from the grill while it is in use.
- Never lean over an open grill or place hands or fingers on the front edge of the grill or in the pellet hopper.
- Do not use accessories not designed for use with this grill.
- Use heat resistant barbecue mitts or gloves while operating the grill.
• Do not transport the grill while operating or while the grill is hot. Make sure that the fire is completely out and the grill is completely cool to the touch before moving it.

• Ashes should be placed in a metal container with a tight-fitting lid, and the container must be placed on a noncombustible floor or on the ground, well away from all combustible materials. Ashes should be retained in the container until all cinders have thoroughly cooled before further disposal.

REMOTE/WIFI SMART CONTROL APP USAGE

• If using a remote control or the remote cell phone application to control the operation of the grill, you must first make sure that all safety precautions otherwise applicable to the operation of the grill have been observed prior to starting the grill. Moreover, a responsible adult familiar with the operation of the grill should be at all times able to view the grill, and in close-enough proximity to the grill to be able to address any emergency conditions, before operating the grill remotely.

MAINTENANCE ISSUES

• The grill must be cleaned and maintained regularly in accordance with the instructions set forth in this manual.

• Do not modify or remove any of the parts of the grill.

• Always unplug the grill before performing any service or maintenance.

• Never add pellets by hand to the firepot while the grill is running. If the grill runs out of pellets during cooking, let the grill completely cool and start again following the initial start-up instructions.

• Always be sure to install the heat shield properly, in accordance with the instructions elsewhere in this manual, to reduce risk of a grease fire.

• Grease fires are often caused by failing to properly maintain the grill by cleaning the grease tray and the grease drain consistently. If a grease fire occurs, turn the control unit to “OFF,” and leave the lid closed until the fire is out. Do not unplug the power cord. If an uncontrolled fire does occur, immediately call the local fire department, never put water on the fire.

• Make absolutely certain the grill and ashes are cold before accessing the interior, do not remove hot ash from the grill, as it may cause a fire elsewhere.

• Should a creosote fire occur, turn the control unit to “OFF,” and leave the lid closed until the fire is out. Do not unplug the power cord. Do not try to remove the grill. Try to smother the fire, or put water on the fire. If an uncontrolled fire does occur, immediately call the fire department.

CARBON MONOXIDE WARNING

• The grill must be operated at all times in accordance with these guidelines to prevent carbon monoxide from poisoning you, your family, or others.

• Carbon monoxide is colorless and odorless, so it is important to operate the grill in strict accordance with this operating manual, and these warnings.

• The grill must at all times be operated outside, in a well-ventilated area, and in strict accordance with all other instructions in this manual to avoid carbon monoxide poisoning.

• The symptoms of carbon monoxide poisoning include headaches, dizziness, weakness, nausea, vomiting, sleepiness, and confusion. Carbon monoxide reduces the blood’s ability to carry oxygen, and low blood oxygen levels can result in loss of consciousness and death.

• Alcohol consumption and drug use increase the effects of carbon monoxide poisoning.

• Carbon monoxide is especially toxic to mothers and children during pregnancy, infants, the elderly, smokers, and people with blood or circulatory system problems, such as anemia or heart disease.

• You must see a doctor if you develop either cold or flu-like symptoms while cooking in the vicinity of the grill, as carbon monoxide poisoning can easily be mistaken for a cold or flu and is often detected too late.

PROP 65 - STATE OF CALIFORNIA

WARING

This product can expose you to chemicals including chromium (hexavalent compounds) and carbon dioxide, which are known to the state of California to cause birth defects or other reproductive harm, and can expose you to wood dust, which is known to the state of California to cause cancer. For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.
WELCOME TO THE GMG NATION

Thank you for purchasing a Green Mountain Pellet Grill! We hope that it will provide you with many years of trouble-free service and allow you to cook extraordinary food that will enhance your enjoyment of eating.

Your new grill can grill, smoke, slow-cook, barbecue, braise, roast, bake, and sear at the touch of a button. This manual will help you get the most out of your pellet grill, so please read it thoroughly.

For general operating tips visit our New Grill Owners page:
   greenmountaingrills.com/new-grill-owners

Should an unforeseen problem occur, please check the Troubleshooting section, or visit our website greenmountaingrills.com/support. After exhausting those possibilities, please feel free to call us at 530-347-5167 and select “Technical Support.”
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GMG HARDWOOD

GREEN MOUNTAIN GRILLS BRAND PELLETS ARE MADE OF 100% KILN-DRIED SAWDUST THAT NEVER TOUCHES THE FLOOR. OUR PELLETS ARE HELD TOGETHER BY THE NATURAL LIGNINS IN THE WOOD AND ARE A LARGER DIAMETER PELLET THAT ALLOWS THEM TO LAST LONGER THAN STANDARD SIZE PELLETS.

- Taste, consistency, & versatility
- Food tested, pitmaster approved
- High BTU content for long burns
- Very low ash for easy clean up
- 40% MORE than the competition for the same price or less

GREENMOUNTAINGRILLS.COM

GRILL LIKE A PRO

Check out all of our great BBQ rubs, sauces, and grilling accessories at
GREENMOUNTAINGRILLS.COM
GET TO KNOW YOUR GRILL

1. Grill Lid Handle
2. Internal Grill Light
3. Chimney
4. Collapsible Front Shelf
5. Front Shelf Mount Brackets
6. Locking Caster Wheel Legs
7. All-Terrain Wheel Legs
8. Bottom Storage Shelf
9. Grease Bucket
10. Heat Shield Adjustment Handle
11. Grill Grates
12. Grease Tray
13. Heat Shield
14. Side Shelf
15. Hopper Safety Guard
16. Food Probes

Appearance may vary by model. Daniel Boone Prime shown.

PRIME GRILL FEATURES

12V DIRECT POWER
Prime models run on 12V direct current (DC), a much safer and optimized power source that allows for our micro-adjusted variable speed fan and auger motor for more precise temp control, greater fuel economy, and less waste.

WIFI SMART CONTROL
Control and monitor your grill from the convenience of your couch through your home WiFi network or on-the-go remotely, with our easy to use Server Mode. Stay connected whenever, wherever. Download the GMG App for iOS or Android.

DIGITAL CONTROL BOARD
This is a state-of-the-art PID (calculus-based) computer that will keep your grill at a reasonably steady temperature with a 150°-550°F range, and equipped with WiFi Smart Control, dual meat probes, and a USB charging port.

VENTURI-STYLE FIREBOX
The Venturi-Style design is lined with vertical vents creating a burn pot cyclone of airflow for maximum heat distribution and complete combustion with minimal waste. The igniter at the base, ignites the pellets to start the fire.

THERMAL SENSOR
The sensor sends data to the computer ten times per second which averages the readings over slightly longer periods of time and adjusts the air and pellet flow to maintain accurate temps in the cavity.

COMBUSTION FAN
This micro-adjusted variable speed fan is located under the hopper and blows air into the firebox to create initial combustion and allows for precise temp control.

AUGER
The auger is found at the bottom of the hopper and feeds pellets into the firebox, creating maximum heat distribution between the left and right side of the grill chamber.

HEAT SHIELD
The heat shield sits over the firebox.

GREASE TRAY
The grease tray slopes downhill from left to right carrying the drippings from your food into the grease bucket.
**GRILL FEATURES (CONTINUED)**

**HOPPER**

The 18 LB capacity design has a pellet view window to keep an eye on your fuel while cooking, digital controller, grill view light switch and bottle opener.

**LOW PELLET ALARM**

Located inside the hopper, the low pellet alarm (LPA) sounds an alarm when the pellets fall below the sensor to let you know when it is time to fill it back up.

**PELLET DUMP**

Located on the back of the hopper, the pellet dump allows you to easily empty and switch out your hardwood pellets.

**ROTISERIE ENABLED**

Transform your GMG into a wood fired rotisserie with built in mounts designed for the GMG Rotisserie accessory kit sold separately.

**COLLAPSIBLE FRONT SHELF**

Easy press and fold hinges allow the front shelf to collapse when you’re not using it.

**GRILL VIEW LIGHT**

The internal light lets you keep an eye on your cook at night through the grill view window while preserving your internal temp and smoke flavor.

**HEAT SHIELD ADJUSTMENT**

This allows you to easily control the heat distribution, while grilling, by sliding the heat shield left and right. Move toward the heat if the grill is hotter on the right side and vice-versa.

**ASHVAC CLEAN-OUT**

Connect a Shop-Vac to clean out the base of the burn pot. NEVER pull hot ash out of the firebox, Wait at least 1 hour after you shut down the grill before attempting to pull ash out through the AshVac.

**REINFORCED BUILD**

With a wide structure, thick durable legs, all-terrain wheels and locking casters, this beast is born to withstand the rigorous outdoors.

---

**DIGITAL CONTROLLER**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Antenna Connection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Digital Readout Display Displays temp and status codes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Signal Indicator Light</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Temperature Up 5° Increment control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Temperature Down 5° Increment control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Power Button</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Food Probe 1 Button When the food probe is connected, press to read the internal temp of your food. Press again to switch back to grill temp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Food Probe 1 Connection Insert a food probe here and run it up and through the steel swinging door on the left side of the grill.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Food Probe 2 Button When the food probe is connected, press to read the internal temp of your food. Press again to switch back to grill temp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Food Probe 2 Connection Insert another food probe here and run it up and through the steel swinging door on the left side of the grill.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>USB Connection Plug in USB to charge a phone or other device.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DISPLAY STATUS CODES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OFF</td>
<td>Grill is Off</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAn</td>
<td>Fan Mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upd</td>
<td>Updated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUC</td>
<td>Updates Successful</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAL</td>
<td>Ignition Failure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFD</td>
<td>No Food Detected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fod</td>
<td>Ready to Show Food Temp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEN</td>
<td>Sensor Failure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PGA</td>
<td>Circuit Board Issue</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Changing between °F/C

If you want to change the controller to °C, simply hold the down arrow button for 4 seconds while the unit shows “off” on the display. To go back to °F, follow the exact same method.
**PREFIRE CHECK**

Before you set up your grill, make sure to keep the entire grill a minimum of 36 inches from all combustibles. Please read and follow the SAFETY INFO section before starting up your grill.

**HEAT SHIELD ADJUSTER**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RECOMMENDED POSITIONING OF HEAT SHIELD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DO NOT over tighten the adjustment rod.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**IMPORTANT!** For proper heat shield positioning, use the marks on the adjuster handle. The grill wall should align with the -0.5 mark on the handle, setting the heat shield 4.25 in. from the left inside grill wall on DB and 9.25 in. on JB.

**RECOMMENDED INSTALLATION OF GREASE TRAY**

**CLOSE ALL DOORS & LIDS FOR PROPER AIRFLOW**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HOPPER LID</th>
<th>PELLET DUMP</th>
<th>ASHVAC CLEAN-OUT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**OPERATING YOUR GRILL**

Connect the power cords and adapter as displayed below. Make sure to keep your cords safe from rain or weathering.

**FIRST STARTUP**

This procedure is a way to ensure the auger feeds pellets and primes the firebox.

1. Once the grill is plugged in, the display will read off. Press the red power button to turn the unit on so it reads 0.
2. Once the unit hits number 1 on the screen, unplug the unit from the back and plug it in again. The unit should read off on the screen.
3. Now press the red power button again to restart the grill. The unit will go through the 0-1-2-3 process and will heat up to 150°F.
4. Once your grill has reached 150°F you can then adjust to your desired temperature.

**SEASONING STEPS FOR YOUR GRILL**

**30 mins 350°F**

Burn in the grill at 350°F for 30 minutes to remove any residue from the manufacturing process.

**ALWAYS allow the grill to reach 150°F before adjusting the temperature.**
**HOW TO CORRECTLY POWER DOWN**

Press the red power button to switch the grill into fan mode. DO NOT unplug the grill or press the power button while it is in fan mode. Fan mode is important as it not only cools down the grill properly but also blows ash out of the firebox for your next cook. Once fan mode is complete and the display reads “OFF”, hold down the power button for 7 secs until the screen goes dark. At this point the grill as successfully powered down. You can leave the grill plugged in for quicker power up next time or unplug it if you prefer.

**UNDERSTANDING YOUR GRILL**

**UNDERSTANDING THE 0-1-2-3 STARTUP CYCLE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISPLAY</th>
<th>PARTS WORKING</th>
<th>TIME</th>
<th>FUNCTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OFF</td>
<td>AUGER</td>
<td>55 SECS</td>
<td>Auger turns on and starts pushing pellets into the firebox.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OFF</td>
<td>IGNITER</td>
<td>90 SECS</td>
<td>Igniter turns on and starts to heat up the pellets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OFF</td>
<td>FAN &amp; IGNITER</td>
<td>30 SECS</td>
<td>The combustion fan turns on to ignite the pellets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OFF</td>
<td>FAN &amp; IGNITER</td>
<td>30 SECS</td>
<td>The fan and igniter establish proof of fire.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**UNDERSTANDING AIR TEMPERATURE**

The PT200 Platinum Sensor sends data to the computer. This “brain” analyzes the data and adjusts the airflow and pellet fuel flow to maintain the set temperature. Many things affect the data gathered by the sensor – opening the lid, wind, grease splatter, humidity, altitude, and gravity (if the grill is not on level ground).

The computer analyzes all the erratic information and averages it over time. Then, it displays the best result as the most accurate representation of the grill’s current temperature. This is why an instantaneous air temperature reading from a third-party product does not provide much useful information.

**THE GRILL WILL MAKE ODD SOUNDS**

Huffing noises are normal.

The combustion fan, inside the hopper, will turn off and on regularly to provide the correct amount of oxygen to the fire to maintain the set temperature.

**CONNECTING AND USING YOUR MEAT PROBES**

To use this feature, just plug the connector into the receptacle on the front of the controller.

Lift the stainless flap on the left side of the grill and push the probe through the hole. Then, insert the probe into the center of the food you are cooking. Press either the Probe 1 or 2 button to display the temperature of that probe. This process takes a minute or two to stabilize.

To return to the grill temperature display, simply press the probe button again. If you do not have the probe installed in the control panel, then your digital display will read “NFD” (no food) when you press either probe button. The probe is not suitable for reading temperatures above 257°F (120°C).
**GREEN MOUNTAIN GRILLS**

**WOOD FIRED SCIENCE**

The beauty starts at the core of the PRIME series’ 12V Direct Power design. Direct Current allows for a micro-adjusted variable speed fan and auger motor that creates more precise temp control, greater fuel economy, and less waste along with increased motor RPM’s for quicker pellet feed and faster startups.

The motor turns an auger that feeds pellets into a firebox. There, an igniter in the bottom automatically lights the pellets, and a combustion fan provides oxygen to start the fire.

The Venturi-Style firebox design is lined with vertical vents that create a burn pot cyclone of airflow for maximum heat distribution and complete combustion with minimal waste.

The heat shield that covers the firebox distributes the heat to both sides of the grill, flowing up into the convection-style grill chamber. The thermal sensor mounted inside the grill sends data to the on-board computer ten times every second, and the digital controller adjusts the air and pellet flow to maintain the temperature you set.

---

**MAINTAINING YOUR GRILL**

**RECOMMENDED REGULAR GRILL CLEANING**

**ALWAYS ENSURE THAT THE GRILL IS COLD AND THE FIRE IS OUT BEFORE CLEANING.**

**ALWAYS** unplug your grill before performing any cleaning, maintenance, and/or electrical component operations.

- **Clean the grates and grease tray regularly.** You can use a wire brush to clean the stainless steel grates. Alternatively, you can use an old camper’s trick of wadding a piece of aluminum foil and rubbing it tightly on the grates to clean it.

**GREASE FIRE CAUTION**

- **As with any barbecue, the potential for a grease fire exists.** To reduce this possibility, regularly clean the grease tray to prevent flammable buildup. An easy way to do this is to line the tray with aluminum foil or use our Drip EZ Grease Tray Liners. Use multiple sheets on the tray and then just peel one off each time you cook. If you are going to line your tray with aluminum foil, make sure it does not cover the thermal sensor hole on the left.

- **Chimney cap.** Wipe down the underside of the cap regularly to prevent grease drip.

- **Drip system.** Make sure the trough where grease drains into the discharge spout is clean and free of debris.

- **Place grill on level ground.** The grill should be kept as level as possible so that the grease flows into the trough and out into the bucket and also to insure that the sensor reads evenly, as hot air displaced to one side or the other will cause irregular operation.

- **Clean ash out of the firebox periodically.** If ash covers the igniter, the grill may not light. When you clean out the ash from your firepot, it is not necessary to add in more pellets afterwards. The auger will add in the correct amount of pellets in the start-up cycle.

- **Regularly clean the inside of your grill.** Remove grease with hot, soapy water or a grill cleaner. Keep liquids away from the auger tube and the pellets. Liquids will drain through the bottom hole. Alternatively, just turn the grill on at 500°F for an hour or more to bake off most internal residues.

- **Clean the grill lid window.** The window will discolor over time. The best way to clean the window is with steel wool.

- **Protect your grill.** Use a grill cover as much as possible. Water may be able to get in through the hopper in wet conditions. Make sure to check for wet pellets if your grill gets left out in the rain. As stated, pellets and water do not mix. Your hopper will, for the most part, stay dry in most weather, but a driving rain may cause adverse results.

- **Service?** Answers to most common questions can be found on our website greenmountaingrills.com/support.

While you hopefully have no problems, machinery can fail. Fortunately, each part on the grill is modular, so you can easily replace one if necessary.

---

**CLEAN ABOUT EVERY 2-3 BAGS 80–100 LBS**

Keep the inside of the grill clean using a Shop-Vac. This will take only a few minutes. Remove the interior parts and vacuum any ash and residue out of the base of the grill and the firebox.

**WAIT AT LEAST 1 HR AFTER TURNING OFF THE GRILL TO USE THE ASHVAC.**

**AshVac**

Use this method to easily clean out the firebox without removing any internal parts. Open the ash clean-out door located on the right side of the grill. Place the end of the vacuum hose over the hole of the clean-out tube that runs into the base of the burn pot. This will remove most of the excess ash from the firebox.

**THIS DOOR MUST BE CLOSED WHEN OPERATING THE GRILL.**
**W O O D F I R E D 1 0 1**

- **Smoke Flavor:** You will get more smoke flavor at low temperatures than at high ones. If you wish to infuse a piece of meat with a smoky flavor, cook it at 150°~160°F for an hour or so before you turn up the grill to finish it off.

- **Let Meat Rest:** Beef, pork, poultry, and fish will generally continue to cook after you remove them from the grill as the hot outer part of the meat influences the cooler interior. While it seems possible to eat immediately upon finishing your grilling, that seldom works out as a practical matter. Plan for the internal temperature to rise about 5 degrees after you take it off the grill. Also, resting allows the juices to redistribute more evenly throughout the meat.

- **Spritz:** GMG sells a very nice stainless steel spritz bottle for about $10. You will use it on the meats you’re cooking regularly. Pork butts and picnic roasts, steaks, burgers, chops, and ribs will all benefit from regular, generous spritzing. A good spritz mixture is apple juice plus 2~3 tablespoons of Worcestershire.

- **Be Creative:** You can cook almost anything on this grill. Try pizza, bread, marinated vegetables, casseroles, and corn bread, as well as steaks, roasts, hams, pork chops or tenderloins, wild game, fish, and poultry. Cook anything outside in this appliance that you would cook in your kitchen oven.

- **Low Temperature Smoking:** For anything you plan to smoke for several hours, we recommend marinating it in sugar or salt or both, in the refrigerator for several hours beforehand. This will normally cure the meat and should make it safe. We do not recommend smoking poultry below 185°F for health reasons. Cooking it at or above that temperature will still impart a rich, smoky flavor.

- **General Cooking Guide:** If you’re new to pellet grilling, this will help you to get started. These are basic guidelines and temps/times can vary depending on the size of what you’re cooking, the initial temperature of the food when you put it in, how often you open the lid, and other variables. **ALWAYS COOK MEAT TO A SAFE INTERNAL TEMPERATURE. RECIPES ARE ONLY GUIDELINES.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FOOD</th>
<th>METHOD</th>
<th>TEMP</th>
<th>TIME</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brats</td>
<td>Grill</td>
<td>450°~500°F</td>
<td>5~10 mins/side</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brisket</td>
<td>Slow-Cook</td>
<td>225°~240°F</td>
<td>6~10 hrs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burgers</td>
<td>Grill</td>
<td>450°~500°F</td>
<td>7~10 mins/side</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicken - Pieces</td>
<td>Grill</td>
<td>375°~425°F</td>
<td>15~20 mins/side</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicken - Whole</td>
<td>Roast</td>
<td>275°~325°F</td>
<td>1.5~2.5 hrs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fish</td>
<td>Grill</td>
<td>375°~425°F</td>
<td>7~20 mins/side</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hot Dogs</td>
<td>Grill</td>
<td>450°~500°F</td>
<td>5~7 mins/side</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jerky</td>
<td>Smoke</td>
<td>150°~170°F</td>
<td>4~6 hrs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pizza</td>
<td>Bake</td>
<td>400°~500°F</td>
<td>14~18 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pork Butts/Picnics</td>
<td>Slow-Cook</td>
<td>225°~240°F</td>
<td>8~16 hrs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ribs</td>
<td>Roast</td>
<td>200°~250°F</td>
<td>4~8 hrs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roast Beef</td>
<td>Roast</td>
<td>250°~300°F</td>
<td>1.5~3.5 hrs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salmon - Smoked</td>
<td>Smoke</td>
<td>150°~175°F</td>
<td>6~10 hrs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steaks</td>
<td>Grill</td>
<td>450°~500°F</td>
<td>6~10 mins/side</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- GMG Recipes: Check out the Recipe book or on our site greenmountaingrills.com/recipes.
GENERAL OPERATING TIPS

- **Setting the Temperature:** Do not push any buttons until the computer finishes the 0-1-2-3 cycles and automatically goes to 150°F (65°C). Once it reaches 150°F (65°C), you can change to your desired setting.

- **Time to Reach Temperature:** It should take about 15–20 minutes from the time you first turn the grill on until it achieves the temperature you set. Make sure not to adjust the temperature until it reaches 150°F first. Time to heat up will vary based on the temperature of the climate you live in.

- **Temperature Range:** You can set the grill as low as 150°F or as high as 550°F.

- **Grill Ready:** Wait until the grill heats up before cooking. Aside from the soot contained in earlier smokers, the grill will not cook evenly until it gets hot, just as with a charcoal or gas grill. A slowly blinking light on the digital control panel indicates that the grill has achieved the target temperature, while no light means the grill is still heating or cooling.

- **Heat Distribution:** If you are experiencing larger left-to-right, temperature discrepancies, the heat shield can be moved along the back of the grill left or right to assist with these differences. See our recommended heat shield positioning in the assembly guide and preface section.

The grill temperature will climb fairly rapidly. The temperature, however, falls much more slowly. This is because the fire must be kept going at all costs, which results in a fairly slow fall in inside temperature. Here, too, you can speed the process by opening the lid to let excess heat escape.

- **Controller Functions:** In case you have an interest in controller functions, the chart below shows each ignition state and its function in the 1-2-3 startup cycle.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISPLAY</th>
<th>PARTS WORKING</th>
<th>TIME</th>
<th>FUNCTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AUGER</td>
<td>45 SECS</td>
<td>Auger turns on and starts pushing pellets into the firebox.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IGNITER</td>
<td>90 SECS</td>
<td>Igniter turns on and starts to heat the pellets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FAN &amp; IGNITER</td>
<td>30 SECS</td>
<td>The combustion fan turns on to ignite the pellets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FAN &amp; IGNITER</td>
<td>30 SECS</td>
<td>The fan and igniter establish proof of fire.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **During Cycle 0,** the controller feeds the right amount of pellets into the firebox. Cycle 1 turns on the igniter. At cycle 2 the fan turns on, and remains on with the igniter for combustion.

DO NOT INCREASE TEMPERATURE YET.

- The grill needs to make P.O.F (Proof of Fire) which is 5 degrees above ambient temperature. At that point the board will turn the igniter off and start the auger motor to guide the grill up to 150°F. It is imperative for the grill lid to be closed for this to happen.

ONCE THE GRILL HAS REACHED 150°F, YOU MAY INCREASE TO YOUR DESIRED TEMPERATURE.

- If there is not a 5° increase within 20 minutes the grill will display FAL. At this point see page 78 of the troubleshooting section.

- **Temperature Variances:** The temperature on the digital readout reflects the temperature at the grilling surface on the left side of the grate where the thermal sensor protrudes into the grill cavity. You may notice differences between the dome thermometer and the digital readout, depending on the quantity of cold food inside the grill or how often you open and close the lid or how much wind is present. This is normal.

Please understand that if you cook, for instance, a stand-up chicken, the temperature at the top of the cavity may be somewhat less than at the grilling surface in the winter and perhaps higher in the summer. You might have decided to cook the chicken at 275°F, but you notice that the temp on the dome thermometer (if your grill has one) only reads 250°F. Since most of your chicken is well above the cooking surface, you may want to adjust the digital temp of the grilling surface up to about 300°F to achieve your target cooking temperature of 275°F at the chicken level or vice-versa if the dome thermometer reads higher.

**Weather:** You will likely want to keep your grill out of rain and snow when not in use. In a heavy driving rain, water can invade the auger tube that will then magically change pellets to sawdust and then expand and dry into something akin to concrete. This makes for an unpleasant repair. Melting snow can also cause the same problem. A grill cover will clearly help the situation, but the garage seems more foolproof.

**Grilling in Various Temperatures:** Because we know that you will use the grill in a variety of weather conditions, we tend to overshoot the initial default temperature of 150°F by 20–25 degrees on warm days. We do this so that it does not need to remain at a cold day to reach its target temperature. The grill will eventually cool back down to 150°F on its own, or you may speed the process by simply opening the lid to let out excess heat.

Once your outside temperatures drop below 35°F (2°C), the Turbo mode kicks in to accelerate the volume of pellets and air so that you do not have to wait so long for the grill to heat up as you otherwise would without it.

- **Thermal Blanket:** Tests from users have indicated that you can reduce your pellet consumption by 40%–50% in very cold weather by using a GMG thermal blanket. If you grill regularly in cold weather, this investment will likely pay off handsomely. Do not use the thermal blanket in the summertime, as it provides no noticeable benefit and may actually work against you on very warm days.

- **Keep the Lid Closed When Cooking:** The grill cooks with convection heat, so an open lid only dissipates heat into the atmosphere. “If you’re lookin’, you’re not cookin.’

- **Pellet Checking:** Make sure to keep pellets in the hopper! Check your hopper occasionally so that your grill does not go out in the middle of cooking your meal.

- **Pellet Storage:** Store your pellets in a cool, dry place. Do not allow them to get wet, as they will turn back into sawdust.

- **Bypass Mode for Hot Restarts:** Occasionally, you may experience a power outage while the grill is in use, or someone accidentally turns the grill off, or you undercook something and want to resume cooking for a little longer.

ONLY use this procedure if power is lost and a fire is still in the grill or for testing parts.

Use this method if you still have some fire left in the firebox, which is usually no longer than about 8–7 minutes later. If you have run the fan mode for more than about 3–4 minutes, this will not work.

If necessary, make sure the grill is plugged in first. When the digital readout displays off, press the red power button to turn the grill back on. Once the display reads “O” hold the power button for approximately 7 seconds, or until the digital readout displays a temperature. Now adjust the temperature to your desired setting.

- **Powering Down:** Simply press the red power button and your grill will automatically go into fan mode. Allow fan mode to complete which takes about 15 mins. Once the fan mode is complete the display will read “OFF” and you can press and hold the power button for about 7 secs until the display goes dark, at which point the grill has successfully powered down. You can leave the grill plugged in for easier power up of your next cook or unplug it if you prefer.
TROUBLESHOOTING

Grill doesn’t turn on when you press the power button.

Check to make sure the power cord is plugged in. When the AC adapter is plugged into the wall, check that the light on the adapter comes on.

Inspect both ends of the male-to-male power cord to ensure the connections aren’t compromised.

Check the circuit breaker and/or GFCI on the circuit the adapter is plugged into. Plug a small appliance into the same outlet to see if you have electricity.

Unplug the grill, Remove the control panel. Check for loose wires connected to the wiring harness. Disconnect and reconnect the wiring harness to ensure a secure connection.

Grill doesn’t come up to temperature.

If grill remains at ambient temperature...

Check the firebox to see if it has overflowed with pellets. If it has, clean it out and start over. This overfill can result from turning the grill off without using the fan mode or from charging the firebox when it does not need to be charged. Reread the section on “Priming the Firebox” to understand that. You only need to prime the firebox the first time you use the grill or on any subsequent occasions when it runs out of pellets and the auger runs until empty.

If grill lights, but does not reach set temperature...

Check the combustion fan to ensure it spins freely and there is no damage to the blades.

Ensure the heat shield is properly installed.

If the digital display reads “SEN” or shows rapid fluctuation in temperature (faster than the grill could realistically increase or decrease its internal temperature) call our technical support 530-347-9167 opt. 1.

Otherwise, check to make sure you do not have aluminum foil on the grease tray that is blocking the thermal sensor. It is okay to wrap your tray in foil. However it must be wrapped tight to the metal, and the hole as well as the half-moon cutout must be punched out of the foil to ensure proper airflow.

A simple way to check the thermal sensor is to look at the initial temperature reading the grill gives after the 0-1-2-3 start-up process. This temperature should be close to the ambient air temperature since the grill has not yet had a chance to heat up.

Improper shield placement will result in issues coming to temperature. When using the heat shield adjustment rod, a centered heat shield should be positioned approximately at the “0” mark on the rod. The depth to which the rod is threaded into the receiving nut varies, so some experimenting might be needed to find the perfectly adjusted “0” point on your rod.

Ensure the grease tray is installed correctly. See the previous page for proper installation.

Smoke is coming out of the hopper.

Make sure your burn pot is empty of ash and pellets.

Make sure the hopper lid stays closed when you have the grill on. Press firmly down on each of the corners of the lid to make certain it is closed tight. If a corner of the lid sits up even 1/8 inch while the lid is flat, a warped hopper lid is your issue.

You can test this by running 2 sheets of tin foil over your hopper then closing the lid down on top of the foil to make a temporary seal, hopefully preventing smoke from traveling through your hopper.

Ensure the combustion fan spins freely and is not damaged.

Ensure the pellet dump door is closed tight.

If all else fails, the square gasket seal between the hopper and auger may be the culprit. You can seal with high-temp silicone.

Low pellet alarm beeps continuously.

Fill the hopper with pellets so that their level is above the low pellet sensor. If this does not solve the problem, unplug the grill then disconnect the alarm from and reconnect it to the back of the control panel. If the beeping persists, your alarm is broken and needs to be replaced. Contact our technical support 530-347-9167 opt. 1. In the meantime, you can stop the beeping by unplugging the low pellet alarm from the circuit board and leaving it disconnected.

*The low pellet alarm is not necessary for the grill’s functionality. You can leave the alarm disconnected and continue cooking.
**Troubleshooting (Continued)**

- **No pellets in the firebox:**

  Assuming that you've charged the firebox so that there are pellets in the auger tube, turn the grill on and press the power button to send the control to cycle 0. Examine the auger bit through the firebox to see if it's turning.

  If it is and there aren't any pellets coming through, they are bridged up over the auger's intake. Turn the grill off, sift the pellets around inside the hopper, and put the grill back into cycle 0. Wait until the pellets emerge into the firebox. It may take up to 2 full cycle 0's to get pellets all the way through the auger tube. Once they emerge, turn the grill off and start it again at all the way through the 0-1-2-3 cycles to fire it up.

  It may take more if the auger is not turning. Listen for the auger motor. If the auger motor is engaged and the auger bit is not turning, there is a broken linkage between the motor and the auger shaft. Call technical support on 530-347-9167, opt. 1.

- **I have uneven heating:**

  Uneven heat can be corrected by making small adjustments to your heat shield placement. Try sliding the shield toward the hot side in ¼ inch increments while taking note of the temperature changes. Using the heat shield adjustment rod, a centered heat shield should be positioned approximately at the "0" mark on the rod. The depth to which the rod is threaded into the receiving nut varies, so some experimenting might be needed to find the perfectly adjusted "0" point on your rod. Once you find the best heat shield placement, we encourage you to mark that distance on the heat shield adjustment rod. That way, you can subsequently repeat the positioning whenever the grill is relocated or the burn pot is cleaned internally.

- **Loud clicking sound when the auger is running:**

  This is typically the sound of a stripped/slipping gear within the auger's gearbox. Auger assembly replacement will be needed.

- **Grill didn't light (FAL message):**

  There may be too much ash in the firebox. Wait until it cools off, and clean out the ash. Alternatively, pellets may have overfilled the firebox. Never turn the grill off and on repeatedly as this will overfill the firebox with pellets. Each time the grill displays "0" on start-up, it feeds a full load of pellets into the burn pot. The igniter won't light the pellets unless air can flow freely through the combustion chamber.

  The combustion fan may not have been operating. Check to make sure that the fan blades turn freely and the fan runs on cycles 2 and 3 of the 0-1-2-3 sequence.

  The auger might not have turned pellets into the burn pot. Refer to "No pellets in the firebox" above.

  If there isn't any ash or pellet build up, the fan works properly, and fresh pellets are feeding in, your igniter is most likely out and the grill will require a replacement.

  *The grill can be manually lit if the igniter is out. Charge the burn pot with a handful of pellets, and light them with a propane torch or. Once the pellets are able to maintain a flame by themselves, plug the grill in so it displays "off." Hold the "power" button for 10 seconds. The grill will initially display "0" but then skip to a temperature reading while turning on the fan and auger. Let the grill come to 150 then select your grilling temperature like normal.*

- **Auger is jamming:**

  Turn the grill into cycle 0 by pressing the "power" button (first stage of the normal start-up procedure), and listen for the auger motor. If the motor engages, look inside your burn pot toward the end of the auger bit to determine if the auger is spinning. If the auger is spinning but you don't have pellets feeding into the burn pot, you have pellets bridged up over the intake of the auger tube. Turn the grill off, sift the pellets around inside the hopper, and put the grill back into cycle 0. Wait until the pellets emerge into the firebox. It may take up to 2 full cycle 0's to get pellets all the way through the auger tube.

  If you have determined that your auger does not turn when the auger motor is engaged, you can try to work the affected pellets through the auger tube to clear out the jam. Remove the grease tray and heat shield from the body of the grill. Remove all the pellets from the hopper and the firebox.

  Once the auger tube is clear, you will need to refill it with fresh pellets by running cycle 0 a few more times after the hopper has been filled. Once you see fresh pellets coming out, turn off the grill and start it up again through the entire 0-1-2-3 process with the heat shield and grease tray installed.

- **Combustion fan doesn't seem to be working properly:**

  There's no need for concern if your fan is not blowing at a constant speed; It will run at many RPMs in order to maintain the most stable temperature.

  The fan should run continuously from cycle 2 on start-up until the grill completes the fan mode.

  First, unplug the grill. Then, using your finger, flick the fan to make sure it spins freely and does not appear to have any visible damage. If there is any damage to the blades, your grill will require a new combustion fan.

  Check the wires leading to the combustion fan to make sure those connections are secure and undamaged.